
 

Entropy is a state function so the difference between
two States is identical regardless of whether the process
connecting them is reversible or not
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The change in energy must be the same for reversible and
irreversible processes connecting States 1 2

AUsns Wirr of irr Wren Gner

but if I wirrls Iwreul then it must be true that Igirr kl great
in order to give the same Dusus

Taking signs into account there must be less heat absorbed by
the system in the irreversibleprocess

grew Ginn
Dividebothsides by the temperature at which the heat is
transferred

guy Gift
and we identify
left hand side

of system

I s IIas entropychange

It must be generally true that IS 7 for any process
Thus we update Clausius definition to be

ds 3dgYou can think of this as
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Surroundings will be an infinitely
large reservoir so it will supply
or receiveenergy from system system
and always be in equilibrium
so bSsm 9

Tsurr turn
surroundings

heattransfer to and from
surroundings is always reversible

In an isolatedsystem There can be no work heat or matter
transfer so any spontaneous process would have

busies O Sss us 0 isolated system

The entire universe however is an isolated system
For any spontaneous process it must be true that

I Suniv 0 spontaneous process
If the process was reversible Then I Suniv D

But clearly we can never have DSvniv do This is an

impossible process

In thermodynamics The universe is split into the system and the
surroundings During any thermodynamic processes we have

S Suniv SS syst IS surrounding

We know that SS sus 0 for an isolated system but what about
a non isolated system
The change of SS Sys can be negative as long as SS sun is
positive enough to make SS univ 70

Similarly We can have SSsurn CO with SS sus 0 as long as
D Sui v 0



Consider this isothermal isochor c process
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Which surroundings T
direction
is spontaneous

In this case we need to know the total entropy changeof The system surroundings i er

direction with SS univ o will be spontaneous
so dSunir d Sgs d S sure 70
and since the system and surroundings are in thermal
equilibrium Tsy Tsun T

then we can write dsuniv dssystdqsu.jp 0

since it's also true that qsys of sun we have

dsuniv AS sus D8 sus IT 70
Since this is an isochoric Csv _o process dU dqtdw
we get dsu.ir dssys t DU suis IT 70
finally divide both sides by T gives

Tds univ Tds sus d Usy 70 This is the condition for
determining if anisochoric
SFO and isothermal ST 0

At thispoint it is helpful to define
process is spontaneous

a new state function

f U TS Helmholtz Free Energy
and Under isothermal 4 isochoric conditions we have

DF du Tds Since f is a state function This
expression is also true for irreversible
processes



if A B has SFLO then it is a spontaneous process
if SF o then ATB is reversible

Next Let'sconsider the isothermal isobaric process
Pex lat n Pex lat n
me y mm

statue
c

Surroundings T which
direction
is spontaneous

we take the same approach as before starting with

dsuniv dssystdssur.TO
and with system surroundings in thermal equilibrium

Tsun Tsu T so d Suniv IS syst
d

Z O

and since 8 sun g sys dSuni Issus d8s 7,0
at constant p we define dH dgp so

d Sunir d Ssu daff o

and MULTIPLY both side by T gives
Td Sunir Tds sus ditsy 70

Therefore we define a new state function

G H T S called Gibbs free Energy
which during isothermal isobaric process

IG d H Tds Gibbs Free Energy

Again since G is a state function i e dependsonly on
state functions Then This expression is true for both
reversible irreversible processes



if A B has A GLO then it is a spontaneous process
if 16 0 then AI B is reversible

Since many chemical reactions of interest occur at
constant pressure in contact with surroundings at
constant temperature IG for a chemical reaction is
a thermodynamic state function of great interest to
chemists

Consider the process A B

A Hsus TA Ssu A Gsys
endothermic entropy

decrease
reaction spontaneous in
B A direction at all
temperatures

exothermic entropy reaction spontaneous in
increase A B direction at all

temperatures
endothermic entropy hight SG

increase low T S G

exothermic entropy hight SG
decrease low T S G 7

e g consider the crystallization of an aqueous
solution of sodium acetate

Naca it Oscar 3420 Y ÉÉÉÉgd rate

at T 350k SH 21.8 KJ not IS 65.75 JICmol k

so SG 21.8 151m01 350k 65.75 J not k 1,214 J not
positive so not
crystallization occurs

at 5 30514 SH 15.24 KJ mo SS 45.325 mo k

so JG 15.24 KJ not 305k 45.32J Cool k 1,47J not
negative so crystallizesspontaneously



Armed with tables of standard molar enthalpies
entropies and heat capacities we can determine
IG for any reaction since it is a state function

e.g AA t b B CC t DD
products

Ar G c Sf GmCc d fGm D

reactants
a Sf Gmo A t b b f Gm B

where Sf Gin Sf HI TSS
I calculated from absolute

enthalpy entropies of substances

of formation

Remember enthalpies can be adjusted to different T

dfH
pdt and dS potent

note that both SH 4 IS depend on Cp we can exploitthis later


